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Abstract 

T五is paper presents a novel cross-language voice conversion 
( VC) method based on eigenvoice conversion (EVC). Cross
language VC is a technique for converting voice quality be
tween two speakers u仕.ering different languages each other. In 
general， parallel data consisting of utterance pairs of those two 
speakers are not available. To deal wi血 this problem， we apply 

EVC to cross-language VC. First， we位'ain an eig巴nvoice GJv仏4
(EV-GMM) using many paral1el data sets by a source speaker 
and m叩y pre-stored other speakers who can utter the same lan
guage as the source speaker. And then， the conversion model 
between the soぼce speaker and a target speaker who cannot ut・
ter the source speaker's language is developed by adapting the 
EV-G1仏1: using a few arbitrary sentences u抗ered by the tar
get speaker in a different 1姐guage. The experirnental results 
demonstrate 血at the proposed method yields significant perfor
m姐ce irnprovements in both speech quality and conversion ac
curacy for speaker individ田lity compared with a conventional 
cross-language VC method based on企創ne selection 
Index Terms: speech synthesis， voice conversion， cross
language， eigenvoice conversion， unsupervised adaptation 

1. Introduction 

Voice conversion ( VC) is a techniqueωmodifシvoices of a 
given speaker， called the source speaker， so that they sound like 
those of another speaker， called the target speaker. A conversion 
method based on Gaussian mixture model ( G?-.仏1) proposed 
by Stylianou et al. [1] is one of the most popu1ar s匂出tical
approaches to Vc. In this method， a GMM of joint probabil・
ity density of S0町ce and target acoustic features is previously 
trained with a parallel data set consisting of utterance pairs of 
the source and t訂get voices [2]. The trained 01仏i[ allows the 
conversion企om the so町çe into the target based on minirnum 
mean square eηor [1] or maxirnum likelihood criterion [3]. Al
though也is method is very effective，也IS仕a也ing企amework is 
di:fficult to use if paral1el data are not available 

One of promising VC applications is cross-language VC [4] 
of which the goal is to preserve voice q田lity of the speaker 
when synthesizing another language. This technique is very 
effective for a speech 仕anslation system， a lan思lage 仕ammg
system， and so on. Abe et al. [4] proposed a cross-Ianguage 
VC method between a Japanese speaker and an English synthe
sizer. To s戸thesizeEnglish speech as if uttered by the Japanese 
speaker， p訂allel data are created by synthes立ing speech s阻ト
ples sounding like Japanese with the English speech synthe
sizer， and then the mapping function is trained using those 
pseudo-parallel data. Mashirno et al. [5] proposed ano白er
method based on a source bilin思泊1 speaker. The conversion 
model is trained using parallel data in the target speaker's lan
guage. And then， the trained conversion model is straightfor-
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wardly adopted for converting speech uttered in the other lan
guage by the source speaker as if uttered by the target speaker 
These methods are not enough convenient to be applied to any 
language-pa汀or any speaker-pair. 

Several attempts at 仕aining the conversion model using 
non-parallel data have been proposed for making the VC train
ing framework more fiexible. One typical approach is to create 
pseudo-parallel data企om non-parallel data. Suendermann et al. 
[6] proposed a text-independent仕aining method based on仕組le
selection. This method adopts unit selection [7] to find corre
sponding tirne企ames in the source and target speech data. Erro 
and Moreno [8] applied the frame selection method to cross
language VC and reported that this method is very etfective for 
cross-language VC 

Another promising approach is to use the model adaptation 
techniques. Mouchtaris et al. [9] proposed a non-parallel train
ing method based on maxirnum likelihood cons仕ained adap
tation of a G?-.⑪f trained with an existing paral1el data set of 
a different speaker-pair. Inspired by this method， Toda et al. 
[10] proposed eigenvoice conversion by integrating an eigen
voice technique [11] to the G?-.倒・based VC企畑ework. One
to-many EVC， which is one of main企'ameworks ofEVC， al10ws 
血e conversion丘om one pre-defined source speaker's voice into 
an arbitrary target speaker's voice. In the 位aining process， mu1-
tip1e p訂allel data sets consisting of utterance pairs of the source 
speaker and many pre-stored target speakers are used for甘ain
ing an eigenvoice G?-.仏1 (EV-G1仏1).In the adaptation process， 
出eEV-G1仏1: is adapted to arbi仕ary target speakers using on1y 
their speech data without any linguistic res位ictions. One of 
the main advantages of EVC is to exploit voices of many other 
speakers as prior information to develop the conversion model 
for the adapted target speaker， and thus a significant reduction 
of the amount of adaptation data is allowed. 

In this paper， we app1y one-to・manyEVC to cross-1an伊age
VC. We assume that a large amount of speech data of the sour∞ 
speaker is previously available but quick and fiexible develop
ment of the conversion model for various target speakers is de
sired. This situation would be observed in some applications， 
e.g.， converting output speech of a foreign 1anguage speech syn
thesizer as if uttered by an arbi仕ary input speaker in a speech 
仕組slation system or conve打ing a teacher's voice into an ar
bi仕ary student's voice in language 仕aining. In such a si知a
tion， the EV-GMM can be甘ained in advance by using multi
ple parallel data sets consisting of utterance pa出of the source 
speaker and many pre-stored other speakers speaking the same 
language as the source speaker because such parallel data sets 
could be generally available. And也en，也eE平G1⑪1: is adapted 
to the target speaker who cannot speak the source speaker's lan・

忠Iage using a small amount of speech data uttered by the回
get speaker in a different language. We conduct experirnental 
evaluations in cross-Ian思Iage VC企om a Japanese male speaker 
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into a Frencb fernale speaker. Tbe experirnental results dernon
S回te that the proposed rnethod yields si伊ificant irnprovements 
in botb converted speecb quality and conversion acc町民y for 
speaker individuality cornpared with the conventional rnethod 
based on企arne selection 

2. Conventional method based on 
frame selection 

We apply tbe conventional企阻le selection metbod to our cross
language VC task企orn也e source speake巳of which a large 
arnount of speech data is available， to tbe target speaker， of 
which a relatively small arno阻t of speech data is available. 
First we create parallelぬta， of which the size is equal to tbe 
size of the source speech data， by selecting企arnes in tbe tar
get speecb data to be aligned to individual frarnes in tbe so町'ce
speecb data [6]. And tben， a G.tv倒of the joint probability den
sity of source 姐d target features is位ained. In血is paper， we 
adopt the仕句ectory-based conversion method considering dy
narnic features and the global variance (GV) based on maxirnurn 
likelibood criterion [3] 

2.1. SelectioD process 

We use the Viterbi algorithm to select a sequence of 企arnes
{ν1ν・・ 'YT}企orn tbe target database so that it best matcbes 
a sequence of source frarnes {Xl， • • • ， XT}. 

First all of the target frames are divided into C clusters with 
K-rneans algori出m. And then pre-selection is performed for 
eacb source企arne Xt by selecting the cluster with the closest 
centroid as follows: 

D 

Et=argR1n E ン似) (Xt(d) - yc(d)/ (1) 

wbere D is the dimension of the feature vector， Xt(d) is也e
dth cornponent of the source feature vector at企ame t， yc(d) is 
the dth cornponent of the cth centroid of the target， and ω(d) 
is the weigbtÌng factor associated with tbese d(品r cornponents. 
Tbe同et frames (叫ん)， • • •  ，Y�t)) belonging to tbe s巴l出ed
cluster êt are used as candidates to be selected for企arne t. 

The selection process is performed by rninimizing a global 
distance， whicb is de白led as tbe weigbted surn of two types of 
distance. One is tbe target distance capωring tbe quality degra
dation caused by the difference between the selection target Xt 
and a cand由，te y�êt) ， whicb is given by 

D 

D(Zhurt))=玄W(d) (ぬ(d) - y�êt)(d)r， (2) 

Tbe other is the concatenation distance capturing the q回1-
ity degradation caused by concatenating two candidate企arnes
y�t-il and y�êt)， which is given by 

D 
Ð(y�t-l)，y�êt)) = LW(d) (y�t-，)(d)一昨)(d)f. (3) 

2.2. Training process 

Frorn the tirne-aligned feature vectors we generate 2D
dirnensional acoustic feature vectors X t - [x;r，ムxi]T
(source speaker's) and Y t = [旬νJ，ムν7汀]T (仰匂屯et s叩peωake巴f
c∞ons路SI凶s針tingoぱf D-dirne阻ns剖ional s“ta幻叫t“i比candd々yna血1民cfì免eat旬ur悶'e vector路s，
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respectively， where T denotes仕ansposition of the vector. The 
joint probability density of the source and target feature vectors 
is modeled by a G.tv仏1: [2] as follows: 

P(Xt，Ytl入)
M 

= 玄 αmN ( [X;r ， y;rJT ;μぽ Y (4) 
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where N(ー;μ，:E) denotes the Gaussian distribution with a 
mean vector μ血d a covariance rnatrix:E. Tbe rnixture com
ponent index is m目Tbe total nurnber of mixture components is 
M. A par創neter set of the G.tv仏1: is入， which consists of weights 
αffi，me姐 vectorsμjf，Y) and covariaE町四位ices:E�'Y) for 
individual rnixture cornponents. Tbis paper employs diagonal 
covariance matrices for tbe individual block covariance matri
ces in Eq目(5).

Tbe probability density of血e GV of the output static fea
ture vectors over an u町rance is also rnodeled by a Gaussian 
distribution， 

P(り(ν) I入(v)) = N(v(ν);μ(V)， :E(v)) (6) 

where the GV v(ν) = [v(l)， . • •  ，v(DW is caJculated by 

v(d) = 拾 い)-÷ 会(d)) (7) 

A par阻leter set入(v) consists of a rnean vectorμ(v) and a diag
onal covariance rnatrix :E (v) . 

2.3. Conversion process 

Let X - [xT，... ，X引T and Y = [Y;r，・・， Y�JT be a 
time sequence of the source feature vectors and that of the target 
feature vectors， respectively. The converted static feature vector 
sequence会= [y;r， ・，y;JT is 必termined by rnaxirnizing a 
product of the conditional probability dens町of Y given X 
and the GV probability density under a cons凶intY=Wyas
follows: 

合= argサ.xP(YIX，À)ωP(v(ν) I入(11)) (8) 

where W is a window matrix to extend tbe static feature vec
tor sequence to也e feature vector sequence consisting of static 
and dynamic features. A balance between P(YIX，入) and 
P(v(ν) I入(V)) is controlled by the weight ω(= 1/2T in this 
paper) 

3. Proposed method based on 
eigenvoice conversion (EVC) 

We app1y one-to-many EVC to 0町cross-Ianguage VC task. 

3.1. Eigenvoice Gl\品置(EV-GMM)

ηle joint probability density of the source and target feature 
vectors is modeled by tbe EV-G1仏，f as follows: 

P(Xt， YtI入(EV)ω)
M 

=乞αmN ( [Xi， y;rJT;μJf川ω)，:E�'Y)) (9) 
m=l 
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where the mean vectorμ日Y)(ω) is wrilten as 
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In one-to・many EVC， the target mean vector of the mth mix
ture component is represented as a linear combination of 
a bias vector b�) (0) and representative vectors B�) = 
[b�\1)，・ . . ，b�) (J)]， where the number of時間entahve
vectors is J. The J-dimensional weight vector ω =  
[ω(1)ν・・ ，ω(J)] ， is adapted to arbi凶ry target speakers while 
the p訂ameter set of the EV-G1⑪f入(EV) is tied over difIerent 
target spea.kers. 

3.2. Training of EV-GMM 

The tied para血eter set of the EV-G1-仏1 is 仕ained in advance 
using the multiple parallel data sets consisting of the single 
so町ce spea.ker and m姐y pre-stored target spea.kers. We employ 
spe山r adaptive training (SAT) [12] to cons加ct a canonical 
model causing significant improvements of the model adapta
tJon pe巾rmance [13]. Let X t and Y;刈e the feature vec伽of
the source speaker and that of the s出pre-stored target speaker 
試合ame t. SAT estimates not only the tied parameter set入(EV)
but also a set of the weight vectors ωf = {ω1，・回目 ，ωs} 
adapted to individual pre-stored target spea.kers as follows: 

S T. 
入(EV) hf =鳴vrrax_ II II P(Xt， y ;s)1入(EV)叫). (11) 

^'� ωf s=1 t=l 

To enable maximum a posteriori (1仏P) estimation in the 
adaptation process [14] described bellow， we also回m白e fol・
lowing Gaussian distribution for the weight vector: 

P(ω |入(叫) ， 7) =λf(ω;μ(叩)，7-1:E(W)) (12) 

where 7 is a hyper-parameter. A model parameter set入(山) con
sisting of the mean vectorμ(w) and the covariance m山ix :E(w) 
is estimated using a set of the weight vectors estimated for in
dividual pre・stored target spea.kers in SAT (see Eq. (11)) as 
follows: 

s 

え(u) = argmM H P(命SI入(山) ， 7 = 1)・
入l w ) エ:

(13) 

3.3. Unsupervised adaptation and conversion 

The EV-G1仏1 is adapted for an arbi仕ary target spea.ker by es
timating the optirnum weight vector for given speech samples 
in a completely unsupervised manner， i.e.， using neither paral
lel data nor linguistic information. For a time sequence of the 
given国側feature vectors y�， . . .  ， yトthe MAP adaptation 
of the EV・G1必t1 is performed as follows: 

ÛJ = arg可�P(ωIY�，"'，Yト入)
T 

=叫IザP(ω|入門

The conversion process is strai出tforwardly performed with 
the adapted EV-G1仏1 in a manner described in Section 2.3. 
Note that the probability density of the GV is also modeled by 
eigenvoices and it is adapted to the arbitrary target speaker as 
described in [15]目

4. E玄perimental evaluations 

We conducted subjective evaluations in cross-Ianguage VC 
合om a Japanese male spea.ker into a French female speaker. 

4.1. Experimental conditions 

In order to甘ain one-to-many EV-G1仏1， we used 160 spea.k
ers consisting of 80 male and 80 female Japanese spea.k巴rs m 
the Japanese Newspaper Article Sentences (JNAS) database as 
pre-stored t訂get spea.kers. Each spea.ker ultered 50 phoneme
balanced sentences. The so町ce Japanese spea.ker not included 
in JNAS ultered the same sentence sets as ultered by pre-stored 
targ巴t speakers. The total number of training sentences ultered 
by the source spea.ker was 350 (details in [16]). 

We used 2， 8，組d 32 sentences ultered by也e target French 
spea.ker who cannot spea.k Japanese to adapt the EV-G恥仏1. The 
number of mixture components was set to 128 and the number 
of representative vectors was set to 159. The hyper-parameter 
for the MAP estimation 7 was set to a constant value manually 
determined in our preliminary experiment [14]. 

In the仕ame selection 1， we created parallel data sets con
sisting of 350 sentences by aligning 2， 8， and 32 sentences of 
the target French speaker， which were也e same as used in the 
EV・G1⑪1 adaptation， to 350 Japanese sentences of the source 
Japanese spea.ker， which were也e same as used in training of 

也e EV-G1酌1. The number of mixture components was set to 
128. 

All speech data were sampled at 16 kHz. As a spectral 
paramete巳we employed 1st through 24th mel-cepstral coe血
cients extracted by STRAlGHT analysis [17]. We converted the 
source Japanese spea.ker's voice into the target French spea.ker's 
voice. The number of Japanese test sentences was 21， which 
were not included in the training data. The source fundamental 

企equency Fo was converted into target fundamental frequency 
Fo as follows: 

� (y) /、

附 =75了(ω - J.L(X)) +μ(y) 、‘，J，、JI
 
(

 

where μ(x)組dσ(x) are me回and standard deviation of log
scaled日of the source， and μ(ν) and σ(ν) are those of the tar
get， respectively. 

We conducted an op凶on test on speech quality and組
XAB test on speaker simi加ity. In the opinion test， listeners 
evaluated speech quality of the converted speech samples using 
a 5・point-scale opinion score (5: excellent，4: good， 3: j込町'，2:
poor， 1: bad). In each trial of the XAB test ， analysis-synthesized 

French speech of the target French spea.ker was presented as 
reference， and then a pa廿of two匂rpes of the converted speech 
generated by EVC and企ame selection were presented in ran
dom order. Listeners were asked which voices sounded more 
similar to the reference in terms of speaker泊也viduality. Ten 
J apanese listeners p紅白cipated in each test. 

4.2. Experimental results 

Figure 1 sho明s the result of the opinion test 00 speech q田lity.
One-to-many EVC significantly outpぽforms the企ame selec
tion. Even if using only two sentences of也e target speはer，
one-to・many EVC yields much be悦r converted speech quality 
than the合am氾selection using 32 sentences of血，e target spea.ker 
one-to・many EVC efIectively exploits many other spea.kers' 

1 We used software availぬle from htゆ:lIwww.enterface.netl
enterface06/docs/results/sources/project4...sources.zip 
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Figure 1: Result olopinion tωt on speech quality. 
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Fi思ue 2: Result 01 pr，φrence test on speaker individuality. 

voices to develop the conversion model for a target speaker even 
if their language is different企om白e target speaker's. In other 
words， several parameters of the conversion model紅e effec
tively shared between multiple speakers even if th巴y ut!er dif
ferent languages. These parameters are robustly estimated using 
many other speaker's voices in the EVC. 

Figure 2 shows the result of the XAB test on speaker simi
larity. Note that only two sentences of the target French speaker 
were always used in the one・to・many EVC. We can observe that 
one-to-many EVC yields much better conversion accuracy for 
speaker individ凶lity than the企'ame selection. The performance 
of企阻le selection is improved by increasing the amount of tar
get speaker's data but it is still significantly inferior to that of 
one-to・many EVC using only two target sentences. 

These results suggest白紙白e proposed method is ve.ηr eι 
fective in cross-language VC and significantly outperforms the 
conventional method based on企'ame selection. 
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5. Conclusions 

百is paper has described cross-l阻guage voice conversion (VC) 
based on eigenvoice conversion (EVC). An eigenvoice G�仏4
(EV-G1仏1) is回ined in advance using parallel data sets con
sisting of a source組d many pre-stored other speakers in the 
same language. And then， the conversion model between the 
so町ce speaker and an arbi仕ary匂.rget speaker uttering a dif
ferent lan忽泊ge is effectively developed by unsupervised adap
tation of the EV-GMM: using a very lirnited amount of target 
speech samples. The results of subjective evaluations have 
demons回ted也at our proposed cross-language EVC signifi
cantiy ouφerforms the conventional cross-lan忠泊ge vc based 
on企ame selection. 


